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Gravitational waves (GWs) of astrophysical origin were detected for the first time in 2015 through10

strain deformation measured at the Earth’s surface. The inertia tensor of the deformable Earth is11

also disturbed resulting in the perturbation of its rotation vector and excitation of the rotational12

normal modes. Using a linearized theory of gravitation and the linearized equations of conservation13

of the angular momentum, we compute the equatorial polar motion and length of day changes14

generated by GWs. We show that GWs of strain amplitude h0 and frequency fg give rise to15

perturbations of the inertia tensor of the Earth with an amplitude of 1014h0f
2
g , resulting in relative16

perturbation of the Earth’s rotation rate and equatorial polar motion respectively of the order17

106h0f
2
g and 1014h0f

2
g . The amplitude of the rotational effect is much smaller than the geophysically-18

induced rotational perturbation even if a resonance with the Earth’s rotational normal modes would19

be possible. The amplitude of this rotational effect increases with the frequency but is several orders20

of magnitude below the theoretical sensitivity level of current geodetic instruments. The centrifugal21

deformation associated with the GW-induced polar motion would be ∼ 106f2
gh0 ∼ 10−17/

√
Hz for22

fg = 10−4 Hz and h0 = 10−16. The strain amplitudes of such centrifugal deformation are beyond23

the detectability of current laser strainmeters used to detect GWs. In the future, improvement in24

the sensitivities of geophysical instruments to measure Earth’s rotation fluctuations, particularly at25

sub-daily periods, and the development of the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna would make the26

present quantifications worth considering.27

Keywords: gravitational wave detection, Earth’s rotation28

I. INTRODUCTION29

Gravitational waves (GWs) carry fundamental information on the time-space evolution of the Universe and its origin.30

Quests for detecting these gravitational waves of astrophysical origin have been numerous until the first detection31

in 2015 in the frame of the international scientific LIGO and Virgo collaborations [1]. GWs induce distortions of32

time-space causing strain deformations at the Earth’s surface. Current laser interferometers like LIGO and Virgo can33

measure strain deformations at the Earth’s surface with a precision of the order of 10−22 at frequencies around 100 Hz.34

The signal detected on September, 14th 2015 is a transient signal of maximum amplitude 10−21 in strain and lasted35

about 0.15 second in a frequency band ranging from 35 Hz to 250 Hz. This signal resulted from the coalescence of two36

black holes located at more than one billion of light years from the Earth. Since then there has been 11 detections37

in first (O1) and second (O2) observational runs [2], and 39 in the first part of third observational run (O3a) [3]38

bringing in total 50 GW events to the present GW catalog (O1: September 2015 - January 2016; O2: November 201639

- August 2017; O3: April 2019 - September 2019). This catalog contains sources of different astrophysical parameters40

associated with binary black holes mergers, binary neutron stars, and neutron star black hole binaries.41

Laser strainmeters are currently the foremost detectors of GWs. They are able to reach strain sensitivity of42

10−23/
√

Hz (around 100 Hz) in high frequency range (10 - 103 Hz). In the same range the resonant mass detectors43

has also been developed. Originally proposed by Weber [4] they consist in detecting the resonance effect with normal44

modes of the system induced by the gravitational waves. There are cylindrical cryogenic resonance devices with45

a characteristic strain sensitivity of 10−19 [5–7] and spherical resonant detectors such as miniGRAIL [8], the Mario46

Schenberg detector [9] that reach sensitivity of 10−20. At low frequencies (10−4−0.1 Hz) the most promising detectors47

are space-based Michelson-like interferometers, such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [10], designed48

to reach characteristic strain sensitivity of 10−20. Beside space-born detectors, more accessible ground-based torsion49

bar pendulum have been proposed with the target sensitivity set to 10−19/
√

Hz (at 0.1 Hz) [11]. Some other proposal of50
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ground-based detectors include also superconducting levitated masses [12] with possibility to reach a strain sensitivity51

of 10−19/
√

Hz (at 0.2 Hz), and atomic interferometers [13] designed to reach peak strain sensitivity of 10−13/
√

Hz (at52

2 Hz). In very low frequency band the used detectors are pulsar timing arrays that measure the variations in time53

arrivals of the pulsar signals. The lower threshold of a characteristic sensitivity is set to 10−16 [14]. However, for the54

moment, any of these devices have not enabled the detection of GWs.55

Like any mechanical system, the Earth possesses eigenmodes. When GWs are emitted, the local space-time of the56

Earth is deformed, perturbing the inertia tensor of the Earth and exciting elastic waves. An excitation of the Earth’s57

normal modes would be possible and a resonance effect could occur. The idea to use the Earth as a GW receiver58

was already proposed by Dyson [15], Tuman [16], Jensen [17], Ben-Menahem [18] and more recently Coughlin and59

Harms [19] and Majstorović et al. [20, 21]. Those authors investigated the coupling of GWs with seismic modes of the60

Earth, hence at frequencies in the millihertz frequency band or at 1 Hz, that is at frequencies lower than the operating61

frequency range of LIGO-Virgo instruments. Coughlin and Harms [19] proposed an upper limit of GW energy density62

at seismic frequencies, where sources of GWs can be for instance massive binaries or massive inspiraling black holes63

[22, 23]. Also, the GW sensitivity limit in terms of global network of broadband seismometers [24], as well as Apollo64

Seismic Array [25] has been investigated. Weber [4] computed the irregular fluctuations in the Earth’s rotation rate65

caused by an incident gravitational wave with a continuous spectrum. He showed that the induced perturbation66

would be too small to use the Earth’s rotation as a detector based on the gravitational flux that would be required67

to explain Earth’s rotational anomalies.68

Other aspects of the Earth’s rotation have been envisaged to detect GWs: that are using the Sagnac effect associated69

with the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor [26, 27].70

In this paper, we consider the possibility to use the Earth’s elasticity and its rotation as a detector for GWs. We71

quantify for the first time the perturbation of the Earth’s instantaneous rotation axis in terms of spin rate and polar72

motion perturbations induced by GWs and their resonance with the Earth’s rotational normal modes. The Chandler73

wobble (CW) represents a 432-day wobble of the Earth’s rotation axis with respect to the figure axis [e.g. 28]. At74

the periods of the rotational CW mode, main sources of GWs could be supermassive binaries [29]. When considering75

an Earth’s model with an elliptical fluid core, another mode exists: the free core nutation (FCN) which represents a76

diurnal wobble of the elliptical fluid core with respect to the mantle, in a terrestrial reference frame and a 432-day77

retrograde nutation as viewed from a celestial reference frame. The FCN mode is best determined by space nutation78

observations [e.g. 30]. When considering the presence of a solid inner core in the Earth’s fluid core, two additional79

modes of rotation exist: the inner-core wobble and the free-inner core nutation which are the equivalent CW and80

FCN for the inner-core. These two modes have never been directly observed because of their much smaller effects.81

Consequently, we will ignore them. In the following, we first compute the perturbation of the inertia tensor exerted82

by GWs on the Earth. Then we use the linearized form of the conservation of the angular momentum equations to83

describe the transfer function of the Earth. Finally we provide some estimates of the rotation perturbations induced84

by GWs passing through the Earth in terms of polar motion and length of day changes that we compare with current85

instrumental sensitivities and geophysical excitations of the Earth’s rotation.86

II. EFFECT OF A GRAVITATIONAL WAVE ON THE EARTH’S INERTIA TENSOR87

Far from massive sources of gravitational waves, GWs can be approximated as plane waves propagating in a flat88

space-time. In the weak-field linear approximation of gravity, the gravitational field can be considered as a perturbation89

of flat space-time and the field is static. The gravitational field is hence expressed as the decomposition of the metric90

into the Minkowski metric plus a small perturbation noted hµν . In the following we are dropping Einstein summation91

convention and follow the notations used in Ben-Menahem [18] and Majstorović et al. [20]. The tensor h corresponds92

to the metric perturbation tensor as defined in the post-Newtonian approximation [22]. We define a GW traveling at93

the velocity of light c by its amplitude h0, its unit wave vector ~p normal to the wave front and its unit polarization94

tensor ε. The polarization tensor ε of a GW is usually described as a function of two vectors e+ and e× defined as95

e+ = ~l~lT − ~m~mT =

1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0

 , e× = ~l ~mT + ~m~lT =

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 . (1)96

We define the vector ~p along the unit vector ~ek. The unit vectors ~l, ~m are related to the units of spherical coordinate97

system ~ee, ~eλ through relations98

~l = cos ν(−~ee) + sin ν(−~eλ),

~m = sin ν(~ee) + cos ν(−~eλ),
(2)99
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with e, λ and ν being three angles specifying the plane of polarization in O (cf. Fig. (1)).100

We note ωg the angular frequency and ~kg =
ωg

c ~p the wave vector. The metric tensor perturbation is101

h = hij = h0εe
i(ωgt−~kg·~r). (3)102

The standard definition of the inertia tensor of a mass body of volume V and density ρ is given by103

Iij =

∫
V

ρ
(
r2δij − xixj

)
dv, (4)104

where δ is the Kronecker symbol and r is the distance to the center of mass.105

If we note A and C the main inertia moments of the ellipsoidal Earth and cij the small perturbations, the inertia106

tensor is written107

Iij =

A+ c11 c12 c13

c12 A+ c22 c23

c13 c23 C + c33

 , (5)108

where we have assumed that the cij are symmetric. The perturbation of the inertia tensor is trace-free so that109

c11 + c22 + c33 = 0.110

The main effect of GWs is to cause a quadrupole distortion of space-time or tidal forces. In such an external tidal111

field, the body will in response develop a trace-free quadrupolar moment Qij defined in the Newtonian limit by [22, 31]112

Qij =

∫
V

ρ

(
xixj −

1

3
r2δij

)
dv. (6)113

We can relate the body quadrupole moment and the inertia tensor by114

Qij =
tr(I)

3
δij − Iij , (7)115

where tr(I) is the trace of I. We are interested in the perturbations of this moment (the departures from the principal116

moment of inertia A and C) which are indeed directly related to the cij by117

Qij = −cij . (8)118

We consider a local Lorentz frame in which the GW is introduced as a tidal field. Using the fact that the Riemann119

tensor is invariant under the gauge transformation, we can evaluate it in the transverse traceless gauge. A GW120

corresponds to periodic changes in the Riemann curvature tensor that lead to deformations of a matter body through121

which the GW is passing. In the limit where the source of external quadrupolar tidal field is very far away, the induced122

changes in the inertia tensor cij or quadrupole moment Qij are proportional to the tidal field through the degree-two123

Love number k2 that represents the tidal deformability of a matter body [23, 32–34]124

Qij = −2

3
k2
R5

G
Eij , (9)125

where R is the Earth’s mean radius. The tidal tensor Eij of the external field can be expressed in terms of the GW126

strain amplitude h in transverse traceless gauge by [35]127

Eij = −1

2
ḧij =

ω2
g

2
hij =

2π2c2

λ2
g

hij , (10)128

where the dot symbol means time derivative. Equation (9) is valid for static gravitational fields [34, 35]. This means129

that the time-scale of the variation of the external tidal field is much larger than the time-scale on which the deformed130

Earth rearranges its internal mass structure. The static approximation corresponds to the zero-frequency limit of131

Earth’s dynamical response and can be applied at very low frequencies (below 0.3 mHz, the frequency of the lowest132

seismic mode). Hence we consider the long wavelength regime, meaning 2πc
ωg
� R, where λg = 2πc

ωg
= c

fg
is the133

wavelength and fg the frequency of the GW � 0.3 mHz. In this condition we can also neglect the wave vector134

component in Equation (3) and write135

h = h0εe
iωgt. (11)136
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Here, we consider a right-hand circularly polarized GW in form ε = 1
2 (e+−ie×). We hence assume same proportion137

of each polarization. According to [18, 20], the right-hand circularly polarized tensor is defined in the Cartesian138

coordinate system O = ( ~ex, ~ey, ~ez) rotating with the Earth by139

ε =
1

2
e2iν

 a2
1 a1a2 −a1a3

a1a2 a2
2 −a2a3

−a1a3 −a2a3 a2
3

140

where141  a1 = cos e cosλ+ i sinλ
a2 = cos e sinλ− i cosλ
a3 = sin e

142

The components of a pure circularly polarized tensor plane wave approaching the Earth with a normal ~p in O are143

hence (sin e cosλ, sin e sinλ, cos e). Perturbations in the quadrupole moment of the Earth can finally be written144

Qij = −k2
R5

G

2π2c2

3λ2
g

h0e
iωgte2iν

 a2
1 a1a2 −a1a3

a1a2 a2
2 −a2a3

−a1a3 −a2a3 a2
3

145

or146

Qij = −k2
R5

G

ω2
g

6
h0e

iωgte2iν

 a2
1 a1a2 −a1a3

a1a2 a2
2 −a2a3

−a1a3 −a2a3 a2
3

 = −c0h0ω
2
ge
iωgtf(e, λ, ν), (12)147

where we have introduced the time-independent parameter c0 = k2
R5

6G ≈ 7.86 1042 m2 kg s2 and the function148

f(e, λ, ν) = e2iν

 a2
1 a1a2 −a1a3

a1a2 a2
2 −a2a3

−a1a3 −a2a3 a2
3

 ,149

is defined by the incident angles of the GW. This function describes the geometrical shape of the deformation. Please150

note that all the components of the quadrupole moment Q have same time dependency but different amplitudes. The151

maximum value of component a1a3 is for ν = 0, λ = π/2 and e = π/3. In such a case, the global Earth’s deformation152

is characterized by a dilatation along ~ez (a2
3 = 3

4 ) and to a smaller extent along ~ey (a2
2 = 1

4 ) and a contraction along153

~ex (a2
1 = −1). When the GW is coming along the axial direction (e = 0 or π), then a3 = 0, there would be no154

perturbation of the components ci3 of the inertia tensor and then no perturbation of the Earth’s rotation. We also see155

that the amplitude of the perturbation of the momentum of inertia is proportional to the square of the GW frequency156

and to its strain amplitude.157

III. DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS OF THE EARTH’S ROTATION158

The Earth is rotating steadily at the rate Ω about the Earth’s figure axis ~ez, fixed in inertial space (see Fig. 1).159

The two equatorial unit vectors ~ex and ~ey are orientated along the Earth’s mean axes of inertia.160

The action of any external torque or any mass redistribution within or at the surface of the Earth will perturb the161

Earth’s rotation. We note ~ω the instantaneous rotation vector, which coordinates in the steadily rotating terrestrial162

frame are defined as ~ω = ~Ω(m1,m2, 1 +m3). The quantities (m1,m2, 1) are the direction cosines of the rotation axis.163

The two principal equatorial directions (m1 is in the direction of Greenwich and m2 is in the direction of 90◦E) define164

the variations in polar motion and m3 the spin rate changes.165

The conservation of the angular momentum ~H is written166

~̇H + ~ω ∧ ~H = 0, (13)167

in the rotating frame attached to the Earth and in the absence of any external torque acting on the body. The vector168

~H can be expressed as a function of the tensor of inertia introduced previously in Eq. (5)169

Hj = Iijωi. (14)170
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FIG. 1. Rotating terrestrial reference frame O = (~ex, ~ey, ~ez) and angles e, λ, ν defining the polarization plan of a gravitational
wave.

After linearization and neglecting second-order quantities in mi and cij , the varying Earth’s rotation is governed by171

the linearized form of the so-called Euler-Liouville equations [31, 36]172 (
1− k2

ks

)
m̃+

i

σe
˙̃m = Ψ̃ (15)173

ṁ3 = Ψ̇3, (16)174

where σe is the Eulerian nutation frequency (= αΩ) and α = C−A
A is the dynamic ellipticity of the Earth. The175

frequency σCW =
(

1− k2
ks

)
σe is the Chandler wobble frequency. The degree-2 k2 and secular ks Love numbers176

characterize elastic deformations that take place under polar motion [37], which values are provided in Table I. The177

variations in the position of the Earth’s rotation axis m̃ = m1 + im2 is the Earth’s polar motion. The second equation178

defines m3 which is associated with the variation of length of day noted ∆LOD = −LOD m3, where LOD is the179

nominal length of day, equal to 86400 s. The function Ψ̃ = Ψ1 + iΨ2 is the equatorial projection while Ψ3 is the180

axial component of the excitation function. The excitation function Ψi contains all possible geophysical effects on the181

rotation of the Earth, due to motion that carry angular momentum or to redistribution of mass, and to any external182

torque (tides, surficial fluid layers, etc...). The latter can be expressed in terms of changes in the non-diagonal elements183

c̃ = c13 + ic23,184

Ψ̃ =
c̃

C −A
− i

(C −A)Ω
˙̃c =

c̃

C −A
(1 +

ωg
Ω

)185

Ψ3 = −c33

C
. (17)186

The excitation functions defined in Eq.(17) represent the source terms of the perturbations of the Earth’s rotation by187

GWs.188
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FIG. 2. Perturbation of the length of day of the Earth as a function of the frequency and for various amplitudes h0 of the GW
propagating at 60 degrees (e = π/3, ν = 0 and λ = π/2) from the Earth’s rotation axis.

A. Amplitudes of the Earth’s spin rate changes189

According to Eq. (16), the perturbation in the length of day induced by a GW is190

∆LOD

LOD
=
c33

C
=
c0
C
h0ω

2
ge
iωgte2iν sin2 e,191

where we recall that e is the incident angle of the incoming GW with respect to the Earth’s rotation axis as defined192

in Fig. 1. The perturbation of the Earth’s spin rate is proportional to the square of the GW frequency, but we have193

to stay within the static field limit, so that the expected amplitude of the perturbation is limited. When e = 0 or194

π, there is no increment of inertia along ~ez and no perturbation of the axial rotation. When e = π/3 and ν = 0, we195

would have a perturbation of the Earth’s spin rate of ∼ 3 106f2
gh0. The length of day change induced by a GW is196

plotted in Fig. 2 for various GW strain amplitudes. For a GW of frequency fg = 10−4 Hz, the wavelength λg ≈ 5197

105R and the relative perturbation in the Earth’s rotation rate would be ∼ 3 10−2h0. For h0 = 10−16, we would198

expect an increment of inertia c33 of ∼ 10−18C (∆LOD ∼ 10−7 µs) at 10−4 Hz, that is 10 orders smaller than the199

zonal tidal contribution c33 ∼ 10−8C [38].200

B. Solution for the excitation of polar motion201

The contributions to the inertia tensor from the mass redistribution of the Earth induced by a GW is obtained202

from Eq. (8) and (12)203

c̃ = c0h0ω
2
ge
iωgte2iνa3 (a1 + ia2) . (18)204

The amplitude of the associated source function Ψ̃ (Eq. (17)) is plotted in Fig. 3 for various GW strain amplitudes.205

When e = 0 or π, there is no perturbation of the equatorial components of the rotation axis. Here also we take206
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e = π/3 and ν = 0. At 10−4 Hz and for h0 = 10−16, the relative inertia perturbation would be of the order of207

c̃ ∼ 10−18A. At diurnal periods, it would be ∼ 10−20A which would be considerably smaller than the contributions208

from tides of the order ∼ 10−8A [37]. Earthquakes also perturb the Earth’s tensor of inertia on minutes time-scales209

and are accompanied by variations of the order ċij ≈ 10−9AΩ [39]. Here, at 10−4 Hz, ċij ≈ 10−17AΩ for h0 = 10−16.210

211

FIG. 3. Amplitude of the excitation term as a function of the frequency and for various amplitudes h0 of the GW propagating212

at 60 degrees (e = π/3, ν = 0 and λ = π/2) from the Earth’s rotation axis. The angular frequency of the GW is ωg and the213

Earth’s rotation rate is noted Ω. A and C are the principal inertial momentum of the Earth and c̃ is the perturbation of the214

inertia tensor of the Earth induced the GW.215

The solution to Eq. (15) for the wobble m̃ due to any excitation function Ψ is [31]216

m̃(σ) = − σCW
σ − σCW

Ψ(σ), (19)217

in frequency domain, or in time-domain218

m̃(t) = −iσCW eiσCW t

∫ t

−∞
Ψ(τ)e−iσCW τdτ. (20)219

Considering Eq. (17) and Eq. (18), for an infinite monochromatic wave, the source function is defined by220

Ψ(t) =
c0h0

A

(
1 +

ωg
Ω

) Ω

σe
ω2
ge
iωgte2iνa3 (a1 + ia2) = Ψ0e

iωgt
221

and222

Ψ(σ) = Ψ0δ(σ − ωg),223

where we have defined Ψ0 = c0h0

A

(
1 +

ωg

Ω

)
Ω
σe
ω2
ge

2iνa3 (a1 + ia2). If we integrate from an initial time t0, then the224

polar motion m̃ will be the sum of the free Chandler wobble with initial amplitude m0 and a forced wobble at the225

angular frequency ωg226

m̃(t) = m0e
iσCW (t−t0) +

σCW
σCW − ωg

Ψ0e
iωgt. (21)227
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Gravitational constant G 6.67408 10−11 m3kg−1s−2

Speed of light in vacuum c 299792458 m/s
Earth’s rotation rate Ω 7.292115 10−5 rad/s
Earth’s mean radius R 6.371 106 m
Principal inertial momentum A 8.0101 1037 kg m2

Axial inertial momentum C 8.0365 1037 kg m2

Dynamic ellipticity α 3.2845479 10−3

Earth’s mean density ρ0 5500 kg m−3

Degree-2 Love number k2 0.302
Secular Love number ks 0.942
Degree-2 Shida number l 0.085
Degree-2 tidal gravimetric factor δ 1.16

TABLE I. Numerical values of parameters for an Earth’s PREM model [40] and taken from Petit and Luzum [41] and Mathews
et al. [37].

From the second term in Eq. (21), we can compute the expected amplitudes for the polar motion excitation228

oscillating at the pulsation ωg for various GW amplitudes and frequencies. Parameters values for the PREM [40]229

Earth’s model are provided in Table I. When the GW frequency is close to the CW frequency, a resonance would230

occur. When considering the presence of the elliptical fluid core inside the Earth, a second rotational mode exists,231

that is the free core nutation (FCN) which period is nearly diurnal in the Earth’s rotating frame. For GWs with a232

period close to one day, a resonance with the FCN mode would occur too. However, since diurnal tides are already233

forcing that mode, it would be impossible to distinguish a GW origin in geodetic observations.234

IV. DISCUSSION235

A. Detectability in terms of LOD variations236

The relative perturbation of the rotation rate of 10−18 obtained for a 10−4 Hz GW with an amplitude 10−16 would237

be ten orders of magnitude smaller than the resolution of recent ring-laser gyroscopes of ∼ 10−8 [42]. Large ring laser238

gyroscope (like the G-ring) can reach a sensitivity of 1.2 10−11 rad/s/
√

Hz [43], while sensitivity of the VLBI (very239

long baseline interferometry) is of the order ∼ 6 ms/
√

Hz or ∼ 5 10−12 rad/s/
√

Hz [44], both being characterized by240

white noise. Besides a weak amplitude, the presence of larger LOD variations of geophysical origin would mask the241

GW effect. Amplitude spectral densities of geophysical (atmosphere, oceans, hydrosphere, fluid core) contributions242

to the variations of LOD and the observed LOD variations corrected for zonal tides show that the GW effect would243

indeed be elusive but with an amplitude increasing with the frequency (Fig. 4). Observed LOD variations were244

downloaded from the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS) (http://hpiers.obspm.fr).245

Atmospheric, oceanic and hydrological angular momentia were downloaded from the ESMGFZ Product Repository246

generated by the Earth-System-Modelling group [45]. Core angular momentum contribution was obtained from247

https://geodyn.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/ [46].248

B. Detectability in polar motion observations249

The observed amplitude of the CW excited mostly by surficial fluid layers (mostly atmosphere and oceans) is of the250

order of a few milliarcseconds [47] in terms of relative polar motion m̃ components where 1 arcsecond = 2π/360/3600251

radians. Even with a large fluctuation of the space-time with a strain amplitude h0 = 10−16, the amplitude of the252

induced polar motion at 10−4 Hz would be ∼ 10−9 mas, that is to say, nearly ten orders of magnitude smaller.253

On Fig. 5 the sensitivity curves of the VLBI and GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) used by the IERS to254

retrieve polar motion observations show that the GW effect is at least five orders of magnitude below the levels of255

detectability of these techniques. The VLBI sensitivity is characterized by a white noise of variance 105µas2 integrated256

over one day. For the GNSS, the amplitude spectral density can be defined by σa√
4ln(2)f

, where σa = 60 µas is the257

Allan variance and f the frequency [48, 49]. This empirical formula is valid in the range between 2 and 1000 days. For258

shorter periods, the amplitude spectral density should be larger but below a white noise with amplitude 11 mas/
√

Hz259
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[49]. The sensitivity of the GNSS improves with the frequency till 2 days but is still beyond the detectability level260

for large GW events (i.e. with h0 = 10−16, Fig. 5). The amplitude of the GW-induced polar motion is also below261

the sensitivity level of VLBI. Current estimates of the Earth rotation parameters are limited at 2-day periods even if262

some attempts have been made to estimate sub-daily rotation parameters [50]. However processing of the geodetic263

data analysis significantly affects the resulting Earth rotation parameters, in particular in the shortest periods [51].264

Progress still needs to be made to reach the high-frequency sensitivity required to be able to detect GWs through265

their effects on polar motion.266

C. Detectability through centrifugal deformation267

The centrifugal potential associated with polar motion induces surface deformation with horizontal displacement268

approximately defined as lΩ
2R2

g |m̃| ≈ 1.9 103|m̃| m [31, 52], where l = 0.085 is the second-order body tide displacement269

Shida number and |m̃| is given in radians. The relative strain perturbation is ≈ 2×1.9 103|m̃|/R. This is a rough270

estimate of the strain amplitude that we have represented on the right-hand axis on Fig. 5. This centrifugal deformation271

associated with a GW is beyond the sensitivity range of current GW detectors but would be within the sensitivity272

range of the future LISA mission [53]. Induced gravity perturbation would be roughly ∆g = δΩ2R|m̃| ≈ 3.9 106|m̃|273

µGal, where δ = 1.16 is the second-order body tide gravimetric factor. For a polar motion of 10−10 mas, i.e. 5 10−19
274

rad, ∆g = 2 10−12µGal which is elusive and well underneath detectability. Effet of m3 (LOD variations) would be275

even smaller [52]. In the above strain and gravity estimates, we have neglected latitude dependencies. Horizontal276

displacements are indeed marginally important at high and low latitudes but are utterly negligible at mid-latitudes277

[52]. So the strain values proposed here are maximum amplitudes.278

Please note that the total increment of inertia would be the sum of the direct effect from the tidal field (the GW279

effect) and the indirect centrifugal effect arising from Earth’s rotation variations (the centrifugal deformation).280

D. On the Earth’s deformability281

The deformation of the Earth in response to an external tidal field is represented by the Love number k2 which282

value is typically around 0.3 for an elastic Earth’s model [54] or as inferred from gravimetric observations [e.g. 55].283

This potential Love number is however frequency dependent [33, 56]. When taking into account the influence of the284

oceans, its equilibrium response leads to k2 ∼ 0.35 at the frequency of CW. But, for daily and sub-daily frequencies,285

as the ocean response to tidal excitation becomes dynamical, k2 is strongly affected, especially its imaginary part,286

getting as large as the real part. One of the consequences is a decrease of the resonance period of the polar motion,287

dropping from 432 down to 400 days and less [39]. More generally the higher the excitation frequency, the smaller288

is the deformational response, as the Earth tends to rigidify. Our estimates represent then an upper limit of the289

expected effects of GWs on the Earth’s tensor of inertia and rotation.290

E. On the GW source model291

We have considered a simple waveform model for the GW with same proportion of each polarization e+ and e× that292

contributes to the signal [Eq. (11)] and represented by an infinite monochromatic wave. Such an approximation is293

valid for some identified double white dwarfs systems. In a more general way, the monochromatic wave approximation294

is valid for a continuous GW source like for instance a single spinning massive object or detached double white dwarfs.295

The later vastly outnumber all other compact binary objects in the Galactic disk [57] and their properties are constant296

in time. Their amplitude is however smaller than other cataclysmic events. For identified double binary white-dwarfs297

h0 ∼ 10−22 [57] which would result in polar motion and length of day variations clearly beyond the detectability level298

of current instruments (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). For wavebursts like supernovae explosions a Gaussian or sine-Gaussian299

wave model should be used with periods less than one second. With bursts sources, we are however beyond the limit300

of a static gravitational field as used in this study. For other transient GW events like binary black holes that cannot301

be modeled by a specific waveform, a more complex numerical model that describes the polarization tensor ε very302

accurately should be employed [2]. The detector response should also be incorporated for an accurate estimate [58].303

This is however beyond the scope of this paper that aims at providing some first estimates of the GW effect on the304

Earth’s rotation for a continuous monochromatic waveform.305
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FIG. 4. Amplitude spectral densities of the observed (after correcting for zonal tides) and predicted variations of length of day
(∆LOD) for the main geophysical sources (atmosphere, oceans, continental hydrology and core angular momentum) and for
GWs with amplitudes h0 = 10−22 and 10−16 (black and gray dotted lines). The sensitivity of the large laser-ring gyroscope
(G-ring [43]) is indicated in red dashed line and for the VLBI [49] in dashed blue line.

V. CONCLUSION306

We have employed an angular momentum approach considering the action of gravitational waves from astrophysical307

sources acting on an axisymmetric ellipsoidal Earth’s model. We have shown that space-time fluctuations of astro-308

physical origin could affect the Earth’s rotation through the perturbation of its moments of inertia. The maximum309

perturbation of the tensor of inertia induced by a monochromatic GW of frequency fg reaching the Earth would be310

of the order of 1014f2
gh0, where h0 is the strain amplitude of the space-time fluctuation associated with a GW. The311

perturbation of the spin rate and of the equatorial components of the polar motion would be ten to fifteen orders of312

magnitude smaller than the observed excitation by surficial fluid layers (atmosphere, oceans, hydrology). A resonance313

effect with the rotational modes of the Earth could in principle occur but the associated resonance strengths would be314

small and hidden in the existing excitation by Earth’s surficial layers. At frequencies higher than the resonance with315

the Chandler wobble, the polar motion excited by GWs would be beyond the detectablity range of GNSS and VLBI316

sensors. Current estimates of the Earth rotation parameters are however limited at 2-day periods. Progress still needs317

to be made to reach the sensitivity required to be able to detect GWs through their effects on polar motion. The318

centrifugal deformation associated with the GW-induced polar motion would also be beyond the sensitivity of the319

laser strainmeters used to detect GWs but could be within the sensitivity range of the future LISA antenna. We have320

employed a static limit approximation to investigate the effect of GWs on the Earth’s rotation. In order to extend321

our work at seismic frequencies, we would need a normal mode formalism as used in Majstorović et al. [20]. We have322

shown that using the Earth’s rotation as a detector of GWs would not be currently efficient. Our work could however323

be useful in the future when instrument sensitivities to measure the Earth’s rotation improve.324
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FIG. 5. Amplitude spectral densities of the observed (after correcting for Chandler and annual wobbles) and predicted equatorial
polar motion (PM) for the main geophysical sources (atmosphere, oceans and continental hydrology). The amplitudes of polar
motion induced by GWs with amplitudes h0 = 10−22 and 10−16 are plotted in black and gray dotted lines. VLBI and GNSS
sensitivities (from [49]) are respectively plotted in dashed blue and green lines. Above 10−5 Hz, the GNSS sensitivity curve in
terms of polar motion is unknown, so only a lower bound is plotted. The peak around 2.7 10−8 Hz corresponds to the resonance
with Chandler wobble.
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